Cosmic Journey
A Solar System Adventure

Explore the wonderful worlds that circle our remarkable sun

“Beautifully done”
Cosmic Journey
A Solar System Adventure

Cosmic Journey: A Solar System Adventure takes you on a voyage to the outer reaches of our Solar System in search of worlds that might support life. Especially popular with school age children and teachers, Cosmic Journey: A Solar System Adventure is one of our most successful programs and is suitable for all ages.

Educator kit is included

25-Year site license in digital dome formats up to 4K

Original 5.1 soundtrack featuring a congenial female narrator

Beautifully mastered, high resolution scenes are based on scientific fact

Freedom to create your own updated script, or even present the show with live narration

No requirement that you maintain the original narration of the show, allowing you to choose the presentation format that best fits your needs

For licensing contact Dan Neafus or Jess Wellington at CosmicJourney@dmns.org.
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